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This tool can be used by individual directors or as a board exercise. 

As the following questions are asked, consider whether: 
• The board possesses the knowledge needed for independent judgement (Definition: board members’ 

knowledgeability about AI and AI-related issues)

• The board has access to knowledge (Definition: ability to obtain information from within the company, 
ability to obtain information from other sources, free access to experts)

The tool also suggests related modules for additional analysis.

External environment: Ask yourself and fellow directors whether 
the board is well informed on: 

Rate your 
answer

(more than sufficient, 
sufficient, insufficient):

Related 
modules:

How AI is changing competition in your industry and markets

Emergence of new business models • Opportunities to use AI for new offerings and more
valuable experiences

• New business models made possible by AI
• When new AI advances will be available and scalable
• Ethical issues and responsibilities that arise with these

new business models

• Customer

Competitors’ use of AI

Changes in customer expectations and 
behaviour

• Changing customer expectations and preferences for 
product features, interactions, speed, customization 
and pricing

• Changes to buyers’ purchasing decisions 

Ecosystem partners with AI-based 
capabilities

• Partnership and joint-venture opportunities 
• Whether partners follow responsible AI practices

Other questions Understanding of competitive risks
Does the board:
• receive information from internal and external sources?
• have free access to timely advice from qualified 

advisers?

Incumbents and traditional competitors How traditional competitors compare on:
• AI-enabled offerings and customer service
• AI investments
• intellectual property
   – AI talent advisers?

• CustomerDigital giants and upstarts • How digital giants and upstarts target our industry 
and customers

• How our value to customers compares to our digital 
rivals’

• What data digital giant competitors generate and use
• Possibilities to partner with digital giants

Other questions • How our competitors’ success at competing with AI 
compares to ours, and why

• How our competitors manage fairness, data 
guardianship, explainability and other AI responsibilities
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For natural science-based industries 
(e.g. resources, healthcare):

• Use of AI for scientific discoveries (e.g. chemical 
compounds, medical treatments and protocols, oil or 
gas reserves)

Internal response: Ask yourself and fellow directors whether 
the board is well informed on: 

Rate your 
answer

(more than sufficient, 
sufficient, insufficient):

Related 
modules:

Identification of new strategic opportunities • How management explores new AI-supported business 
models

• What management is learning from other companies
• Whether management is focused on growth or just 

cost-reduction
• How management uses AI to find new opportunities
• The risk and ethical exposure of the opportunities

• Ethics
• Risk
• AI governance
• Technology
• Operating 

model

Investment in AI • Expenditures in AI to support the company’s strategy 
• Developing needed skills and talent

• People and 
culture

• AI governance

Implemention of AI-supported strategy

Initiation • What strategic AI intiatives are under consideration
• Value anticipated
• How management judges initiatives’ value, risks, 

compliance with core mission and values, and the 
responsibilities and legal requirements to be met

• Ethics
• Risk
• Technology
• People and 

culture
• Brand

Progress • The status of the company’s strategic AI activities
• Reasons for delays and cost overruns
• Partners and ecosystems involved in the initiatives 
• Addressing responsibilities and risks

• Ethics
• Risk

Evaluation • Value received 
• Effectiveness of risk mitigation and responsibility 

assurance 

• Ethics
• Risk

For companies affecting EU citizens • Risk

Creation of AI-supported competitive strategy


